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Abstract
This paper proposes a component model compliant with the current practice of Software Engineering,
yet provided with a sound formal semantics based on Coloured Petri nets. Our proposal is structured
as follows: 1) Deﬁne a component model. We have chosen a component model inspired by the CORBA
Component Model (CCM), yet simpler and more precise. 2) Propose a notation to formally specify the
internal behaviour of a software component. Our formal approach is based on Coloured Petri nets which
makes it well suited to the modelling of concurrent, distributed or event-driven systems, and amenable to
formal veriﬁcation. 3) Deﬁne a mapping from the constructs of the component model (facets, receptacles,
event sources and sinks) to the constructs of the Petri-net based behavioural speciﬁcation (e.g. places,
transitions, etc.). 4) Provide a formal deﬁnition of inter-components communication primitives, (invocation
of methods, event-based communication). This deﬁnition is also given in terms of Petri nets. 5) Provide
a denotational semantics of an assembly of components, in order to deﬁne the behaviour of such a system
in terms of the individual behaviour of each component and of the formal deﬁnition of inter-component
communication primitives.
The expected beneﬁts of such an approach are threefold: 1) Oﬀer a convenient notation for describing the
internal behaviour of concurrent and distributed software components, 2) Provide a formal, unambiguous
semantics of component features such as event multicast or service invocation, 3) And, with the previous
two being necessary conditions, oﬀer some means to reason about assemblies of components designed with
this approach, in particular to mathematically verify properties on them.
Keywords: Component models, Coloured Petri Net, Signal Nets
1 Introduction
The main contenders in the domain of industrial software component models cur-
rently appear to be the Microsoft .Net framework [14], java-based components such
as JavaBeans [4] and the CORBA Component Model (CCM) [16]. Although they
diﬀer widely in the details, they have settled on a core of common concepts, which
indicates that this domain has reached some maturity. These common concepts are:
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• Considering a component as a black box that is accessed through exposed software
interfaces. These interfaces deﬁne the contract oﬀered by the component.
• Providing for multicast, event-based communication as well as for unicast method
invocation,
• Providing for the design-time assembly and conﬁguration of components, and in
particular,
• Design-time conﬁguration of components through exposed properties.
Component-based programming emerged mainly thanks to the software indus-
try, which was concerned in improving the reusability of software artefacts. It is
now ﬁrmly established as a commercial market. A lot of work has been devoted
to practical usability concerns in an industrial setting, such as deployment facilities
for example.
Much less work as been devoted ahead of time to the formal and theoretical
foundations of component-based programming. The research community, witnessing
the industrial success of component-based programming, has started in the last few
years devoting a lot of activity to laying out such foundations [11,5].
This paper presents a formal model of components, and in particular aims at
providing a formal semantics framework for the main concepts of software compo-
nents as stated above. To this aim, we deﬁne ﬁve steps:
• Deﬁne a component model. We have chosen a component model somewhat in-
spired by the CORBA Component Model (CCM) (In particular, we reuse the
CCM vocabulary for the features of components), yet simpler and more precise.
The focus of our work is on a behavioural semantics of component activity, and
leave out many practical aspects of CCM (such as deployment) that are fun-
damental in an industrial setting, but mainly resort to plumb and convey little
theoretical interest.
• Propose a notation to formally specify the internal behaviour of a software com-
ponent. Our formal approach is based on Coloured Petri nets [7] which is a well-
known, widely used and tool-supported notation, and builds upon our previous
work on formal speciﬁcation of CORBA objects [1,2]. It may be considered as an
extension of this previous, object-oriented work to component-oriented program-
ming. Its Petri net foundations makes it particularly well suited to the modelling
of concurrent, distributed or event-driven systems [12], and amenable to formal
veriﬁcation.
• Deﬁne a mapping from the constructs of the component models (e.g. facets,
receptacles, event sources and sinks) to the constructs of our Petri-net based
behavioural formalism (e.g. places, transitions, etc.).
• Provide a formal deﬁnition of inter-components communication primitives, (in-
vocation of methods, event-based communication). This deﬁnition is also given
in terms of Petri nets.
• Provide a denotational semantics of an assembly of components, in order to de-
ﬁne the behaviour of such a system in terms of the individual behaviour of each
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component and of the formal deﬁnition of inter-component communication prim-
itives. Although the notation used to specify the components’ behaviour is plain
Coloured Petri nets as deﬁned by Jensen, the denotational semantics is given in
terms of Signal Nets, an extension of Coloured Petri nets deﬁned and extensively
studied by Starke and Roch [15].
The expected beneﬁts of such an approach are threefold:
• Oﬀer a convenient notation for describing the internal behaviour of concurrent
and distributed components,
• Provide a formal, unambiguous semantics of component features such as event
multicast or properties, especially inter-components communication,
• And, with the previous two being necessary conditions, oﬀer some means to reason
about assemblies of components designed with this approach, in particular to
mathematically verify properties on them.
The paper is structured as follows:
We ﬁrst describe our component model, along with its visual representation.
The notion of component assembly is also described. We then present a simple case
study that will be used throughout the paper to exemplify our approach. The case
is ﬁrst described informally in terms of components assembly.
We proceed to describe the mapping between the component model and Coloured
Petri nets, our chosen behavioural notation. For each component of the assembly,
we provide a formal behavioural speciﬁcation. Finally we describe the denotational
semantics that allows us to automatically construct a single, unstructured Signal
Net from the behaviours of all the components and their interconnections. This net
describes the behaviour of the assembly as a whole.
2 CompoNets, our component model
Our component model is called CompoNets (a contraction of Component and Petri
nets). Its features are somewhat inspired by CORBA CCM. In particular, we follow
the CCM philosophy to treat the features required by a component on par with the
features it oﬀers to other components. Since we use Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) to
specify the behaviour of components, the type system of our component model will
be given in terms of CPN-ML, a variant of standard ML. CPN-ML is the inscription
language of CPNs, supported by the Design-CPN tool which we used to design the
models in this paper.
A CompoNet presents to the external world an Envelope made of several Ports,
through which it will communicate with other components (ﬁgure 1). Ports may be
of diﬀerent categories (Facet, Receptacle, Event Source, and Event Sink).
• Facets: a facet represents a set of functional features oﬀered to other components.
Each facet is described by a name and an interface, i.e. a set of CPN-ML function
signatures. The ML language does not support the notion of interface, but we
use this term in reference to other languages such as Java or CORBA IDL, to
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conveniently give a name to a set of ML function signatures.
• Receptacles: a receptacle represents a set of functional features that are required
by the CompoNet to fulﬁl its function. A receptacle is described like for a facet,
by a name and a CPN-ML interface.
• Event Sources: an event source describes an event that may be emitted by the
CompoNet. The fact that a CompoNet oﬀers an event source implies that it will
be able to multicast this event to a set of receivers who have manifested their
interest for the event. Syntactically, an event source is described as a parameter
less CPN-ML function signature. The result type of the function can be any CPN
colourType. In particular, the colourType E will often be used: in CPN, E is the
empty colour type, used to describe tokens that carry no value. The E colourType
will be used when only the occurrence of the event is of interest. When an event
carries some information, a dedicated CPN-ML colourType (such as STRING)
will be used as the return type of the ML function describing the event source.
• Event Sinks: an event sink describes an event that the CompoNet is willing to
receive. An event sink is described like an event source.
FacetName : 
FacetInterface
ReceptacleName:
ReceptacleInterface
EventSourceName
: ResultType
EventSinkName:
ResultType
Fig. 1. Graphic syntax of CompoNets.
Figure 1 illustrates the graphic syntax of a CompoNet, giving the graphic no-
tation used for facet, receptacles, event sources and event sinks. The graphic rep-
resentation for facets (resp. event sources) and receptacles (resp. event sinks) is
designed so that they can conveniently plug into each other.
To design a system, the designer will assemble several components into an as-
sembly, and connect their facets and receptacles (resp. their event sources and event
sinks).
• A facet can be connected to a receptacle if they have the same ML interface.
In an assembly, a receptacle needs to be connected to exactly one facet: the
connection describes which component provides the features described by the
receptacle’s interface. On the contrary, a facet can be connected to zero, one or
several receptacles: the features described by the facet’s interface may be used
by several other components.
• An event source can be connected to an event sink if their associated ML func-
tion signatures have the same result type. An event source can be connected to
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any number of event sinks (thus modelling the multicasting of events to several
destinations), and an event sink can be connected to any number of event sources
(thus modelling the fact that a component may receive the same event from more
than one source).
3 Case Study
To illustrate our approach of component-based modeling, we present a simple case
study from the User interface application domain.
Informal speciﬁcation
The proposed application allows the user to enter a string of text into a text
box, and put the typed text into a buﬀer of unknown size by clicking on a button.
Conversely, another button allows the user to get a string from the buﬀer, and
display the retrieved text in another textbox. The buttons must be enabled or
disabled according to the state of the buﬀer: if the buﬀer is full, the Put button
must be disabled. Conversely, if the buﬀer is empty, the Get button must be
disabled.
Fig. 2. User interface of the case study.
Component assembly
The user interface of our running example is illustrated in ﬁgure 2, while ﬁgure 3
gives an assembly of components modeling a possible software solution:
The assembly in ﬁgure 3 (left) shows 4 visual components that are also visible in
the user interface: the two text ﬁelds (PutTextField and GetTextField) and the two
buttons (PutButton and GetButton). It also contains non-visual components that
provide the rest of the application’s behaviour: MyBuﬀer which model the buﬀer
of unknown capacity, PutAdapter and GetAdapter that provide the logic necessary
to assemble the various pieces. The detail of the envelope and behaviour of each
component in the assembly is given in the following section.
The component model we propose is hierarchical: the behaviour of one compo-
nent may be given either in terms of Coloured Petri nets, or as an assembly of other
components. The right part of ﬁgure 3 represents the hierarchical view of the left
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PutAdapter GetAdapter
GetButtonPutButton
GetTextFieldPutTextField
MyBuffer
enable
perform
click
buffer : Buffer
click
notEmpty
empty
full
notFull
disable enable disable
click
click
click
click
perform
keyPressed() : STRING keyPressed() : STRING
keyPressed() : STRING
text : Text
buffer : Buffer buffer : Buffer
text : Text
text : Text
text : Text
Fig. 3. A component assembly for the case study (left) and its hierarchical abstract view (right).
part. The assembly may be considered and used like an atomic component, taking
part in higher-level assemblies. It exposes features promoted from its inner com-
ponent (in this case, the keyPressed event sink from the PutTextField component,
and the click event sinks from both buttons. The focus of the present paper is not
on this hierarchical feature, so we will not give more details on the technical aspects
of hierarchical assemblies.
4 Detailed speciﬁcation of each component
We now proceed by giving the detailed speciﬁcation of each component in the assem-
bly in ﬁgure 3. Doing this, we will also explain the mapping between the component
model described in section 1 and our chosen behavioural notation, Coloured Petri
nets.
GetButton and PutButton components
The envelope of the GetButton component (ﬁgure 4 left) shows three event sinks
(enable, disable, and click) event sources and one event source (click). Since the
return type of these events are not speciﬁed, the default empty return type E is
assumed (in all rigor we should have written enable : E, disable : E, click : E). This
model the facts that these events are only value-less signals coming from or sent to
the component’s environment.
The behavioural speciﬁcation of GetButton is given in ﬁgure 4 (right), as a
coloured Petri net with several syntactic extensions whose semantics will be formally
given in section 5. Informally, we could say that a button receives enable, disable
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enabled
E
1`e
1 1`e
disabled
enable
disable
click
click()
Fig. 4. Envelope (left) and behaviour (right) of the GetButton component.
and click signals from its environment, and forwards click signals only when it is
enabled. The Petri net allows to state formally this behaviour, provided a suitable
mapping from event sources and event sinks to transitions in the Petri net is properly
deﬁned.
Mapping for event sinks
For each event sink in the envelope, we associate a set of transitions in the
behavioural net. This set of transitions is called the event-handler of the event sink.
We have chosen a visual syntax to represent the event-handlers: all transitions in the
event-handler for event sink X are named X, and represented in bold. In ﬁgure 4
(right) we can see that the event-handlers for event sink enable are made of the
single transition with the same name, and likewise for the other two event sinks
(disable and click). This visual syntax is consistent with the fact that all event
handlers are disjoint (a transition is part of 0 or 1 event handler).
The fact that a transition belongs to an event-handler changes its usual ﬁring
rule: it becomes a synchronized transition. The concept of synchronized transitions
was developed by Moalla et al. [10] to enable modeling non-autonomous systems
with Petri nets. A synchronized transition does not ﬁre autonomously when it
is enabled, like other transitions do. In order to ﬁre, it needs to receive a signal
from its environment when enabled. The concept of non-autonomous system is
very relevant to component-based modeling: each component is potentially a non-
autonomous system that needs input from its environment in order to function.
For instance, our GetButton component is initially enabled (as described by the
initial marking in ﬁgure 4 right). If an enable event is received in this state, it will
be ignored and lost: the enable transition is not ﬁreable in this marking. However,
the reception of a disable event will move it in the disabled state, where subsequent
disable and click events will be ignored.
Note that the notion of synchronized transition and its associated ﬁring rule
are only meant to give the designer an intuitive comprehension of the component’s
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dynamic behaviour: this notion will no longer be used in the denotational semantics
detailed in section 5, and superseded by the more general notion of signal arcs.
Mapping for event sources
The GetButton component features only one event source, click, stating that it
is able to send click events to other components. The mapping for event sources to
the Petri net is simple: for each event source S, an event dispatching function of
the same name can be used as the action of any transition T in the behavioural net.
The intuitive meaning is that, when the transition T is ﬁred (and thus when T’s
action is executed), the event will be sent to each event sink connected to the source.
Event dispatching functions are meant to model multicast, asynchronous message
sending. This intuitive meaning will be given a formal semantics in section 5.
In our GetButton component, when the click transition ﬁres, its action executes
and sends the click event to all connected components. Note that the transition
can only ﬁre when the enabled place is marked, and when an external click event
is received through the click event sink. We therefore have the expected behaviour
for the button: forward click events only when enabled.
enabled disabled
E
1`e
1 1`e
enable
disable
click
click()
Fig. 5. Behaviour of the PutButton component.
PutButton and GetButton have identical envelopes. The behaviour of Put-
Button only diﬀers from GetButton’s by its initial state: it is initially disabled.
PutButton’s behaviour is given in ﬁgure 5. The layout is also diﬀerent in order to
facilitate the reading of the complete semantics of the model on ﬁgure 14 3 .
MyBuﬀer component
MyBuﬀer is meant to model a message buﬀer in a component-oriented way. Its
envelope (ﬁgure 6 right) shows 4 event sources (notFull, full, empty, notEmpty) and
one facet (buﬀer).
3 In all rigour, PutButton and GetButton should have been described as two instances of the same compo-
nent class, but at the price of some extra logic in MyBuﬀer to signal its initial state. We have chosen not
to do so to keep the models simpler.
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interface Buffer {
fun put(s : STRING):E;
fun get() : STRING ;
}
Fig. 6. The Buﬀer interface (left) and MyBuﬀer component’s envelope (right).
The Buﬀer interface (ﬁgure 6 left) is a collection of ML function signatures that
describe the functional features one can expect from a buﬀer. Two services are
provided: put(s : STRING) to insert a message in the buﬀer, and get() : STRING
to retrieve a message from the buﬀer. The behavioural speciﬁcation associated to
this component is meant to describe when these services are available, and their
eﬀect on the component’s state.
For the sake of simplicity, we have chosen to model a very simple, one-slot buﬀer.
This buﬀer may contain at most one message, and is therefore either empty or full.
Simple as it is, it is however fully compliant with its envelope illustrated in ﬁgure 6
right. This component will allow us to illustrate the mapping from the facets to the
Petri net.
Mapping for facets
A facet F in a component’s envelope is a set of ML function signatures. For each
signature S in this set, two places of the same name are deﬁned in the behavioural
net:
• A place called the Service Input Port (SIP) for S. Graphically, SIPs are depicted
by an [In] annotation in the net. SIPs are meant to model the arrival of services
invocation in the component.
• A place called the Service Output Port (SOP) for S. Graphically, SOPs are de-
picted by an [out] annotation in the net. SOPs are meant to model the results of
a service invocation in the component.
The token-type of SIPs and SOPs is deduced from the parameters of signature S: for
instance, the token-type of place [In] put is STRING, and the token-type of place
[Out] put is E (the empty token-type) because the signature of the put service is
fun put( s : STRING): E. SIPs can only have output arcs in the behavioural net.
Conversely SOPs can only have input arcs.
Provided with the mapping for event sources and facets, we may specify the
behaviour of MyBuﬀer in terms of Coloured Petri nets (ﬁgure 7). The initial marking
states that the buﬀer has initially a message in its message place, and is therefore
full. The component can receive put and get invocations at any time, which will
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roomLeft
message
STRING
1`initialMessage
1 1`"hello"put
STRING
In
put
Out
get
STRING
Out
get
In
insert
notEmpty();
full();
extract
notFull();
empty();
s s s s
Fig. 7. Behavioural speciﬁcation of the MyBuﬀer component.
result in tokens received in the corresponding SIPs. If a put invocation is received
in this initial state, the Insert transition is not enabled, and therefore the token
will stay in the [In] put place until an invocation for get is received, processed, and
results in a token being deposited in the roomLeft place. From this marking, the
Insert transition can ﬁre, depositing a result token in the [Out] put place.
Figure 7 also makes use of the mapping for event sources described above. For
instance, when the extract transition ﬁres, it signals both the event notFull (since
the buﬀer is not longer full) and the event empty (since it is now empty).
PutTextField and GetTextField component
PutTextField and GetTextField are two instances of the same component class:
they have exactly the same envelope and behaviour.
interface Text {
fun setText(s : STRING);
fun getText() : STRING ;
}
Fig. 8. The Text interface (left) and PutTextField component’s envelope (right).
The Text interface (ﬁgure 8 left) lists the functional features expected from a
text component: a service (setText) to set the contents of the text area, and a
service (getText) to retrieve its content. A text area such as PutTextField (ﬁgure 8
right) supports this facet, and has an event sink keyPressed that allow interactively
changing the text content through some form of user-interface interaction.
The behaviour of both text ﬁelds is speciﬁed in ﬁgure 9. The initial content
of the text ﬁeld is the empty string, and can be changed either by invoking the
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contents
STRING1`""
getText
In
getTextSTRING
Out
setText STRING
In
setText
Out
keyPressed
getTextsetText
combine(m, keyPressed())m
s
s s
t
s
t
Fig. 9. Behaviour of both PutTextField and GetTextField components.
setText service, or by interactively editing the ﬁeld’s content through keyPressed
events. We postulate the existence of a combine(text: STRING, char: STRING):
STRING ML function that allows appending characters to the ﬁeld’s content, taking
care of special characters such as backspace, etc.
GetAdapter and PutAdapter
We complete the formal speciﬁcation of the case study by giving the behaviour
of the GetAdapter and PutAdapter components, which will lead us to detail the
mapping for receptacles, which we have not yet encountered. These two adapter
components are meant to adapt the events ﬁred by the buttons to the services
provided by MyBuﬀer and both text ﬁelds. Such adapter classes are quite frequently
required in event-driven programming libraries, such as the Swing library for java-
based user interfaces.
ready
E 1`e
1 1`e
text
STRING
performoutput(s)
action
   let val result = buffer.get()
in (s)
end
setText
action
  text.setText(s)
end
s
s
Fig. 10. Envelope (left) and behaviour (right) of the GetAdapter component.
Mapping for receptacles
The GetAdapter component (ﬁgure 10 left) has two receptacles:
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• buﬀer, associated to the interface Buﬀer given in ﬁgure 6 (left). This models the
fact that GetAdapter will make use of the services provided by another component
featuring a Buﬀer facet.
• text, associated to the interface Text given in ﬁgure 8 (left). This models the fact
that GetAdapter will make use of the services provided by another component
featuring a Text facet.
The existence of a receptacle R in a component’s envelope enables the def-
inition of special invocation transition in the component’s behavioural net. An
invocation transition is a transition whose action has the special form receptacle-
Name.serviceName(parameters), where serviceName is one of the functions in the
receptacle’s interface. Invocation transitions model the unicast synchronous invoca-
tion of a method on another component, as opposed to the asynchronous multicast
event dispatching modeled by event sources. Once again, the formal semantics for
such invocation transitions will be detailed later (section 5).
In the case of the GetAdapter component, we have two such invocation transi-
tions: the perform transition invokes the get() service on the buﬀer receptacle, and
the setText transition which invokes the setText() service on the text receptacle.
The former is also synchronized on the perform event sink. In natural language, we
could say that when the GetAdapter component receives a perform event, he ﬁrst
gets a message from the buﬀer by calling buﬀer.get(), then displays the resulting
message in the text ﬁeld by calling text.setText(). This behaviour is precisely what
is formally described in the behaviour net of ﬁgure 10 (right).
ready
E
1`e
1 1`e
text
STRING
perform
output(s)
action
   let val result = text.getText()
in (s)
end
put
action
  buffer.put(s)
end
s
s
Fig. 11. Envelope (left) and behaviour (right) of the PutAdapter component.
PutAdapter’s envelope is identical to getAdapter’s, and its behaviour is very
similar: the only diﬀerences are the methods called in the invocations transitions’
action: when PutAdapter receives a perform signal, it retrieves the content of its
text ﬁeld by calling text.getText(), and inserts this string into the buﬀer by calling
buﬀer.put().
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5 Denotational semantics
So far we have shown how coloured Petri nets can be used to model the behaviour of
software components featuring synchronous unicast method invocations and asyn-
chronous multicast event dispatching. This description requires several syntactic ex-
tensions to conventional coloured PN (Service Input/Output ports, invocation tran-
sitions, synchronized event-handler transitions and event dispatching functions).
What remains to be done is to give a formal semantics to these syntactic exten-
sions.
This formal semantics will be given in a denotational manner. According to B.
Meyer [9],
The denotational semantics of a (source) language expresses the meaning of a pro-
gram by a translation scheme which, for each program in the (source) language,
produces a program in a simpler (target) language
. For us, the source language is the assembly of components together with their
behavioural nets, and the target language is Signal nets, a variant of coloured Petri
nets developed and extensively studied by Starke and Roch [15].
In the following, we will ﬁrst present the Petri nets patterns used to provide a
denotational semantics to facet/receptacle connectors and to event-source / event-
sink connectors, and as an illustration we will give the Signal net which is the formal
denotational semantics of the assembly in the annex (ﬁgure 14).
Semantics for facet/receptacle connectors
Facet/receptacle connectors are meant to model method invocation between
two components. As usual for object-oriented languages, method invocation in our
component model is unicast (the client or emitter of the invocation must known a
single server or receiver for it) and synchronous: the client waits for a result from
the server. Such a mode of communication is very easily modeled in terms of Petri
nets: a typical client/server communication Petri net pattern has been described
by Ramamoorthy [13] as early as 1980. We have described in greater detail the use
of this pattern for distributed object systems modeling in [1].
We reuse this pattern and extend it to deal properly with high-level Petri nets
and concurrent invocations as follows:
• Invocation transitions exist only in components that have at least a receptacle.
Each invocation transition in a behavioural net is considered as a macro-transition
composed by a request-transition, a wait place, and a result transition connected
in sequence. The request transition is connected by an output arc to the Service
Input Port (SIP) of the corresponding service in the behavioural net of the com-
ponent that possesses the connected facet. Conversely, the Service Output Port
is connected by an output arc to the result transition.
• Although this does not come up in our simple case study, we must properly
deal with potentially concurrent invocations. The same service can be called
concurrently by several components, possibly with diﬀerent parameters. We need
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a proper construction to ensure that the results of a service are returned to the
proper client. To this end, we deﬁne a new colour called INVOCATION, meant to
identify each invocation. The request transitions generate a new INVOCATION
value by calling the ML function gensym(), which returns a diﬀerent value at
each call. This value is appended to the tokens in the SIP, SOP, and wait place.
The uniﬁcation mechanism of coloured Petri nets thus ensures that the proper
client gets the result of the invocation back.
put
STRINGParam
In
put
INVOCATION
Out
r
m
ready
E 1`e1 1`e
text
STRING
getText
INVOCATION
In
getText
STRINGParam
Out
perform_wait
put_wait insert
perform_result
put_request
output (i);
action
let val invocation = gensym()
in (i)
end
getText
put_result
perform_request
output (i);
action
let val invocation = gensym()
in (i)
end
(s,i)
i
s
s
s
(m, keyPressed())
s
s
i
(s,i)
(s,i)
i
i
(s,i)
i
i
i
i
Fig. 12. Facet/receptacle connector denotational pattern.
Figure 12 exempliﬁes this Petri net pattern for client/server communication.
The ﬁgure shows (partially) the behavioural net of PutTextField (left), the ex-
panded net of PutAdapter (center) and (partially) the net of MyBuﬀer (right). The
invocation transitions in PutAdapter have been expanded according to the pattern
described above: we seen for instance that the perform transition has been expanded
into perform request, perform wait and perfom result. Likewise, the put transition
has been expanded into put request, put wait and put result. The [In] and [Out]
annotations for SIP and SOP places have been kept only for easy reference to the
original nets: they serve no purpose anymore, the places are just conventional Petri
net places.
Semantics for event-source/ event-sink connectors
As shown above, synchronous client-server communication between components
is easily described in terms of Petri nets. The situation is not as good for asyn-
chronous, multicast communication. This type of communication may even prove
to be particularly diﬃcult to model in terms of Petri nets, which has led Starke
and Roch to deﬁne an extension to coloured PN called Signal Nets [15]. This is a
genuine Petri nets extension: it has been demonstrated that this extension extends
the modeling power of Petri nets to that of a Turing machine, and therefore several
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properties become undecidable. However several analysis techniques are available
for Signal Nets and interesting results are still available, in particular using model
checking.
The extension brought by Signal Nets is signal arcs, i.e. arcs that connect two
transitions. The semantics of such signal arcs is as follows: a transition which is
the target of a signal arc ﬁres when it is enabled and when it receives a signal from
the source transition of the arc. The detailed ﬁring rule for signal arcs is provided
in [15].
In our case, event dispatching transitions will be the source of signal arcs, and
transitions in an event-handler will be their target.
put
STRINGParam
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INVOCATION
Out
roomLeft
E
message
STRING
1`initialMessage
1 1`"hello" get
STRING
Out
get
INVOCATION
In
disabled
E
1`e
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insert extract
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(s,i)
i
s s (s,i)
i
Fig. 13. Event-source / event sink connector denotational pattern.
Figure 13 exempliﬁes the use of signal arc for deﬁning the semantics of event-
source / event sinks connectors. The ﬁgure illustrates the communication between
MyBuﬀer and PutButton component. The buﬀer signals when it is empty by ﬁring
the extract transition, and when it is full by ﬁring the insert transition. These
signals will enable or disable the button by forcing the occurrence of the target
enable or disable transitions. The signal arcs are shown in bold.
6 Conclusion
We have shown that coloured Petri nets are a formal notation suitable to specifying
the behaviour of software components featuring unicast method invocation as well
as multicast event dispatching. Although a number of other researchers have used
Petri nets for modeling object- or component-based systems ([6,3,8]) we believe our
work is original in that it deﬁnes a component model supporting both methods and
events. In order to properly specify such components, several syntactic extensions
are needed to provide a mapping from constructs of the component model to Petri
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net primitives. We have provided a denotational semantics for these syntactic ex-
tensions, given in terms of Signal Nets, and variant of Coloured Petri nets provided
itself with a very precise operational semantics. The goal of our approach is to bring
the beneﬁt of Petri net based speciﬁcation to component-based modeling. Further
work remains to be done in order to really provide this beneﬁt. In particular, since
analysis will be performed on the global net resulting from the merging of all the
behaviour nets in an assembly, we need to investigate ways to provide the analysis
results in terms of the original nets, which are known by the designer.
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